FREE!
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EASY-TO-BUILD

PAPER

LADIES AND GENTLEMAN! PRESENTING: ASTOUNDING!

THRILLING!
MYSTERIOUS!

Print on glossy photo paper (for best results)

You can have a Desktop Gremlin sitting on your desk in just a few short minutes!
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Cut out on all solid light green lines.

Mountain Folds

Collect them all!
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Valley Fold

This is an assembly slot and
you will see another one on
the other side of the M.O.U.S.E.
When you fold together the body
you will be sliding these two
crescent-shaped flaps into each
other and what you’ll end up with
is something that looks like the
diagram on left. This construction
factoid will self-destruct in five...
four... three... two...
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Mountain Folds

Valley Fold

VALLEY
FOLD

See how you rotated this page around to read this
text more easily? The same rule applies to scissor
cutting. Rotate the PAPER while cuttingnot the scissors–and you’ll get pro-looking
edges (and impress your friends)!

Whiz!

See the light green lines
under the eyes? Those
can be cut with scissors
easily. Just mountain fold
on the dotted line and
close the shape up on
the baseline of the nose
area. Make two cuts.
Re-open Tell no one else.
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Valley Fold

Soft rounded
mountain fold on
bridge of nose.

FROM THE SECRET AGENT HANDBOOK:
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FOR YOUR EYES ONLY
The Mobile Operations Undercover
Surveillance & Espionage (M.O.U.S.E.) unit
was developed sometime in the 1950’s by an
unknown agency for a secret purpose.
Development was quickly scrubbed
after it was discovered that completed
M.O.U.S.E. units were mysteriously
disappearing... seemingly on their
own accord. A Top Secret investigation
revealed scientists’ greatest fears:
the machines had become self-aware.
Sightings estimate its “population”
in the millions even though only
100 units were originally
manufactured. But no one can be
completely sure.
BUILD THE M.O.U.S.E.: Trim out the two pieces that form your
papercraft as indicated. Don’t forget to cut the assembly slots in
each piece. Like the M.O.U.S.E. himself, these assembly slots are
sneaky and sly. Be an agent and decipher the construction code!

SCULPTURES

Note that BOTH legs should
be cut on solid portion of
the light green line that
arches over the star.

COLLECT

THEM ALL!

Mountain fold this tail
area and cut away green
1/2 oval with scissors. Unfold
again to see the hole you made!

www.DesktopGremlins.com is your destination for free papercraft that’s
easy-to-build, fun to display and ultra-cool to share. Each Desktop Gremlin
design has a different story, unique characteristics and extraordinary reasons
to be sitting on your desk. Discover this menagerie of wonderment today!

